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Before Text: Ezekiel was a prophet during the exiles to the exiles.  We find the verses we’re 

about to read in the context of a larger vision – the vision of the temple – which begins in 

chapter 40.  And I want you to look at those verses with me first.  Ezekiel 40:1… “In the twenty-

fifth year of our exile, at the beginning of the year, on the tenth of the month, in the fourteenth 

year after the fall of the city…”     

This vision happened on the tenth day of the first month of the year.  In Babylon – 

where the Israelites were in exile – an 11 day festival began on this very day… called akitu.1 

 
At the climax of this festival, the king of Babylon took the image / the idol Marduk – and 

escorted him in procession to the akitu temple outside the city where Marduk would then give 

the king an oracle filled with prophecies of success for the coming year.  The king of Babylon 

carried the idol – some places say that the king ‘seized the hand’ of Marduk.  Let’s look at 

Ezekiel 40 again: “on that very day, the hand of the Lord was upon me and he took me there.  In 

visions of God he took me to the land of Israel and set me on a very high mountain, on whose 

south side were some buildings that looked like a city… (verse 4) – “Son of man, look carefully 

and listen closely and pay attention to everything I am going to show you, for that is why you 

have been brought here.”  Ezekiel’s vision is a vision of hope for the exiles.  Every new year, as 
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the Babylonians turn the calendar and parade their gods through the streets, remember this – 

your God is different.  The hand of YHWH will carry you as the hand of YHWH carried me…  And 

part of the vision that Ezekiel saw and heard and then spoke to the exiles was the vision of the 

temple in chapter 47.  (read text) 

How do we interpret this vision of Ezekiel?  

 
There have been lots of attempts made.  Some have interpreted it eschatologically – this then 

becoming a vision of the end of time – but this vision lacks some of the giveaways for 

eschatological literature.  Some – in the early church read this vision of the river completely 

within the context of the gospel.  Theodoret of Antioch (A.D. 393-458): river – the grace of 

Christ coming from the line of David.  The increasing depth of the river – the growth of the 

church.  The four measurements = the four gospels – and the last measurement is the deepest 

= gospel of John is the deepest (I like that one – John = shallow enough for a child to wade in, 

deep enough for an elephant to swim).  The fruit of the trees are good works and the course 

from Jerusalem through Galilee to the desert and on to the Dead Sea = the course of the gospel 

across Galilee to civilized pagans and barbarians.  The freshening power of the stream’s water = 

the sanctification of pagan myths and fables the gospel came in contact with.  The fish and the 

fishermen = souls and those who go after them.  The salt pools were lukewarm Christians 

whose punishment is a useful warning to others. 

Perhaps we can read Ezekiel’s words with these things in mind, but one important step 

in the discovery of the meaning of a text is to learn and wonder about the simple meaning of 
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the text.  What was Ezekiel consciously writing about?  What did he want his audience – his 

fellow exiles – to hear?  It doesn’t seem like a literal interpretation is warranted – as if the exiles 

were supposed to actually build this temple that he saw – the temple section is especially 

fantastical … rather, Ezekiel had a simple message from God clothed with this strange vision – it 

was a message of reversal.  The people in exile felt abandoned by their God.  In the 25th year of 

their exile, on the day when their neighbors were parading their gods in the city streets, the 

message was this: your situation is going to change.  I will renew the land.  I will renew you as a 

nation.  I will renew your relationship to me. 

We will consider the renewal that God had in store by thinking about its beginning 

(feeble beginnings), its middle (fresh flow), and its neverending end (filling fruits).  First – the 

beginnings of the river of renewal – they’re small – very small beginnings… Ezekiel saw water 

coming out from under the temple.  When I think of water and thresholds… I think of the 

floodwaters seeping into my house from torrential rains (which happened a few times in my old 

house in Michigan)– but this was different - - - remember, it’s a reversal… here we have the 

waters originating in the temple – in the house of YHWH… coming down from under the south 

side.  The end of verse two says that the water was flowing from the south side.  I love the 

Hebrew word for flowing here.  It occurs only here in all of the Old Testament – and it’s a play 

on the word pak – which is the word for bottle or flask – like the flask used for anointing kings.  

So, Ezekiel takes that noun and turns it into a verb that actually sounds like liquid being poured 

out of a flask: mupakim. 

The rabbinic tradition likes to trace the water further back into the temple – saying that 

“the water emerges from the holy of holies as a liquid thread the size of a locust’s antenna, 

grows to the thread of a warp (the lengthwise threads of a loom) by the time it reaches the 

entrance to the sanctuary, and the thread of the woof (yarn carried by shuttle) once it reaches 

the entrance to the temple court.  By the time it ‘bubbles forth’ [mupakim] under the 

threshold of the sanctuary the flow has increased to the size of the mouth of a small flask.”2  

This is how renewal begins: mupakim.  Feebly, humbly, quietly, simply.  I can’t help but 

think about the way that we baptize infants in our tradition – the humblest, quietest, sprinkle of 
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water on the head of a child – like the locust’s antennae, the warp, the woof, the gurgling 

mupakim coming out from under the threshold of the south side of the temple.   

 I love how one commentator on Ezekiel (Block) put it: “From small and often 

imperceptible beginnings and with little promise, God’s grace transforms a hostile world.  Such 

is the mystery of divine power, miraculously bringing life out of death” (702).  From small and 

often imperceptible beginnings and with little promise – from the small beginnings of baptism, 

from the imperceptible beginnings of the bread and juice at communion, from the simple, quiet 

promises: do not fear, for I will be with you. 

 And then the river grows – slowly, slowly, slowly.  Ankle deep – 1500 feet… knee deep – 

1500 feet … waist deep – 1500 feet … And then so deep that Ezekiel could no longer wade, he 

could only swim – and even then, the river was somehow uncrossable.  Rivers don’t grow this 

way.  Rivers only grow when they’re fed by tributaries.  But this river is different, of course.  

This river has one source (not multiple sources, one source) – and the source is the temple, the 

source is YHWH – and he brings people where he wants them to go all by himself – and in his 

own way: sometimes quickly and dramatically, certainly – but so often, slowly, subtly, 

imperceptibly, humbly, quietly.   “From small and often imperceptible beginnings and with little 

promise, God’s grace transforms a hostile world.  Such is the mystery of divine power.” 

The man leads Ezekiel to the bank of the river.  When he gets there, the man tells him 

about the river – in verse 8 – that "This water flows toward the eastern region and goes down 

into the Arabah, where it enters the Sea. When it empties into the Dead Sea, [d] the salty water 

there becomes fresh. 9 Swarms of living creatures will live wherever the river flows. There will 

be large numbers of fish, because this water flows there and makes the salt water fresh; so 

where the river flows everything will live.”  Where the river flows everything will live.  Rivers 

don’t work this way.  “When fresh water contacts putrid water (– like the water of the Dead Sea 

– the Salt Sea – which is) the most fouled body on earth, the influence is from foul to fresh, not 

the reverse.”3 

The grain tends to go this way: fresh meets foul – fresh becomes foul.  H1N1 meets a 

healthy person, healthy person becomes sick.  Rotten meets whole – whole becomes rotten.  
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You think of a bowl of peaches… You find a rotten spot on a peach and you get it out of there, 

because if you leave it there, you know all the peaches are going to become rotten!  

Rotten peaches… rotten apples… It’s the name we give to the kid at school who is the 

bad influence… Sometimes we get concerned for our kids, because we think that they are going 

to be negatively affected by a ‘bad apple’… And sometimes we get concerned for our kids 

because we think that they might be bad apples… But when you live with and pray to a God 

who affects change and reversal – a God who works miraculously against the grain – again and 

again and again … what if we would have a different imagining for our children… Rather than 

being afraid that our kids will be the victims of bad apple behavior – rather than fearing that 

our kids will be the bad apples themselves – why don’t we pray that God might see fit to use 

them to be good apples – affecting the barrel in a positive way.  

And isn’t that the prayer that we all share?  That we might be good apples – or fresh 

water?  That God would see fit to – first of all – freshen the foulness of our own spirits – and 

then that he would freshen others through us.   

The last verse of our text fills out our last point: “Fruit trees of all kinds will grow on both 

banks of the river. Their leaves will not wither, nor will their fruit fail. Every month they will 

bear fruit, because the water from the sanctuary flows to them. Their fruit will serve for food 

and their leaves for healing."   

Eleven years ago, I led a retreat at Calvin Seminary for alumni of the Facing Your Future 

program – a program at Calvin Seminary (now called DIG) that gathers high school students 

interested in ministry – and teaches them and gives them space to explore theology and 

service.  Well, at this retreat, I brought in a local artist, Joel Tanis.  He led the group in forming a 

collaborative piece of art.  
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In the morning, individuals were asked to create a small piece of art - capturing a formative 

time or moment in their lives.  Some people drew pictures, some people wrote stories.  I wrote 

the words to a meaningful song.  In the afternoon, while I took the young people to the beach, 

Joel shaped and turned those individual pieces into a river and a trunk and branches of a tree: 

the tree of life.  In the evening, Joel revealed the artwork, which wasn’t yet complete.  The 

piece was only complete when the young people wrote on the leaves their answers to this 

question: Of all that Jesus Christ has to offer the world, what does the world need most?  One 

by one, they came forward and they wrote words like love, healing, justice, hope, family, 

reconciliation… Each answer revealed something about how God had shaped each of them 

through the formative experiences of their life – how God had shaped them to bring Christ to 

the world – how God began a good work in them – quietly, imperceptibly, subtly, surprisingly, 

slowly – and carried that work into its next phase – transforming them into the fruit for filling 

and the leaves for healing. (I love it when I see more recent works of art by Joel that include the 
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tree of life, knowing how much he enjoyed doing the collaborative work at the seminary… -

here’s one he made for the World Council of Reformed Church called Baring Fruit.) 

 
We, too, are transformed into fruit for filling and leaves for healing. God has shaped you 

to bring Christ to the world, branching out with your fruit for filling and your leaves for healing. 

And though the work that you are called to do is hard, it is possible, and you can have courage 

because you are the temple of God (1 Corinthians 6:19). Your body is a temple of the Holy 

Spirit. And you have a river of life flowing from you. Jesus said in John 7:38, “’Whoever believes 

in me, rivers of living water will flow from within them.’ By this he meant the Holy Spirit.”  

 
 

Then the angel showed me the river of the water of life, as clear as crystal,  
flowing from the throne of God and of the Lamb  
down the middle of the great street of the city.  
On each side of the river stood the tree of life,  

bearing twelve crops of fruit, yielding its fruit every month. 
 And the leaves of the tree  

are for the healing of the nations.   
Revelation 22:1-2 

 


